
The evolution of mobile kitchens.



Why the best kitchens end in a party.
And not the other way round. 



The mobile kitchen that you can push to wherever you need it, thanks 
to heavy duty castors. And behind which you definitely look better 
than a techno DJ behind his turntables. This is guaranteed by the precise 
processing, the high-end technology and the noble design that you 
can find in every little detail at mevo. For example in the incorporated 
devices from Gaggenau and Bora, the aesthetic lamp from Occhio 
which can be pivoted by 360° and the luxurious materials which are 
used in the body, the countertop and  the pod. 

And it doesn’t matter if you like to cook in a log cabin in Alaska and 
prefer dark, noble woods. Or whether you welcome your guests in a 
space station and appreciate clean, polished surfaces. Because you 
can easily take off all the exterior surfaces with one click and replace 
them with other materials, which can be combined in an infinite number 
of combinations.  mevo is extremely variable and therefore – I can’t 
say it in any other way – also so extremely wonderful.

And in contrast to a techno party mevo is also entirely odourless, 
thanks to a specialised filter. But this is another story ...

One day, Marcus Fußstetter had had enough. 

For days he is thinking about whom to invite. Sweating, he pushes 
settees through the rooms, to make room for the DJ. Redecorates 
the whole apartment. And then?   

Everyone ends up in the kitchen again. And he can’t even really blame 
his guests, because he himself is a big kitchen fan. Well, actually he 
is more like a kitchen fanatic. And let’s be honest: they are in fact one 
of the most beautiful places in the world. Here you can converse at 
length, snitch the skewered shrimp directly from the pan and eat the 
chocolate mousse as an appetiser. Due to that – and no decoration 
idea in this world will ever change anything about this party rule – in 
the end, the guests end up right there. 

So Marcus Fußstetter thought to himself: if the event should take place, 
where it is planned, the kitchen simply has to come to the guests. 
And as he also finds that a perfectly considered kitchen not only has 
to be mobile, but also has to allow maximum creative freedom, he 
invented mevo.  







 On the one hand...
mevo is just a simple kitchen. Sure – 

a really beautiful one, which makes 

the heart of every design admirer 

flutter with its clear shapes, noble 

materials and high-end technology. 

It is a lifetime investment for its 

owner, turns every meal from 

breakfast to a dinner party into a 

celebration and forms the centre- 

piece of every apartment.

Nevertheless – mevo is a kitchen.



On the other hand... 
mevo is so much more than just a kitchen. 

Because mevo is mobile. And incredibly 

versatile. Its exterior surfaces can be 

easily replaced with new ones with just 

one click, and the necessary equipment 

can be combined variably. So mevo also 

  impresses as a show kitchen, a 

  catering island or as an exhibition 

  stand. And in addition, thanks 

  to the integrated filter, which 

  eliminates ALMOST all cooking 

  smells, mevo is odourless.

No matter where it is standing.



All exterior surfaces of mevo can be replaced by different 
materials. For example: leather, stone, wood, Corian, metal, 
and so on ... 

Equally diverse are its applications. For example as an eye 
catcher in the apartment, as a show kitchen on exhibitions, as 
a catering island, as an outdoor kitchen, etc. etc. etc ...

mevo flexibility



Its applications are as varied as its possible locations. 
For this reason, mevo gives its owner maximum scope 
as regards technology and yet is uncompromising when 
it comes to quality standards.  

mevo technology



A feast for the eyes: An Occhio Light with a modular head-body system ensures 
perfect visibility. Rotatable reflector heads can be swapped at any time via an easy 
plug-in mechanism and so mevo is bathed in warm, pleasant light. Wherever it goes. 

mevo technology Occhio

All that you will smell with mevo will be the aroma rising from the plates. Nothing else. 
This is ensured by the cooktop extractor fan from BORA, which draws off the 
kitchen fumes directly at the hob. 

mevo technology Bora



The Rieber water station 600 impresses not only with its minimalist design, but also 
with its versatility. Its dimensions fit Gastronorm containers and make the water station 
a multifunctional workplace. With just one container you can bake in the oven, gently 
roast on the hob and wash up in the kitchen sink.

mevo technology Rieber

Gaggenau‘s steam ovens are real all-rounders and are just perfect for your mevo. 
The ovens 200 series, for example, brings state-of-the-art professional technology 
to the kitchen. Fronts made of glass as well as the compact LCD control module 
with intuitive menu guidance define the clear visual design of all devices and fit 
perfectly into the minimalist mevo-look. 

mevo technology Gaggenau



mevo storage



The handmade accessories can be combined as you please. Whether it’s a knife 
block, a hook-on tray or a bookend – with these extras you always have everything 
to hand and still enough space for cooking. 

mevo storage

A worktop is for working on. So that this doesn’t change, you can hang all the stuff 
that can quickly clutter your worktop on the outside of the body. 





Knife block single dark

Knife block individual

Knife block double dark Knife block double light

mevo storage



Chopping board oak light /darkTray oak /aluminium with or without hang-on-system 



mevo organisation

Stereotyped thinking has never been so tolerant.  

Thanks to variable organisation systems you can also 
arrange the inside of your mevo to suit your requirements 
and you always have all utensils near at hand when 
needed. No more searching.

by fußstetter



Storage glass Storage ceramics

U-Shell anodised aluminiumOrganisation and storage combination with felt

Organisation oak/aluminium 



Spice roll

Flexible rack oak/aluminium





mevo contact

Marcus Fußstetter
Craft workshop

Kirchhofplatz 9
83512 Wasserburg am Inn
Germany

phone +49 (0) 80 71 44 47
fax +49 (0) 80 71 91 35 47

info@mevo-fussstetter.de
www.mevo-fussstetter.de
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